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Examining The Issues Surrounding The
One issue attracted in is the ''gender pension gap'' – the fact that on average, women have lower private pension wealth and lower income in retirement than men. But before rushing to conclusions ...
Gender pension gap: why women save less - and why that' s changing dramatically
Festival focuses on public installations across the city for artists to meaningfully engage with audieces while examining critical issues.
Scotiabank CONTACT Photography Festival in Toronto Celebrates 25th Anniversary Edition
Among several factors including increased awareness around the issue, the country’s continued opening up as restrictions lifted could have had an impact on the Asian American population, an expert ...
Anti-Asian hate incident reports nearly doubled in March, new data says
Unemployment issues and a labor shortage are just two of several hurdles the economy is trying to bounce back from due to the pandemic. Many are ...
Moving forward: examining labor shortage and unemployment issues
It’s been nearly a year since Marilyn Langeman joined around 80 fellow residents of Landis Homes for a silent, outdoor vigil following the death of George Floyd.
'What can we do?': How local senior communities take a look at diversity, racial justice
The conversation around water speculation has been heating up in Colorado in recent months. At the direction of state lawmakers, a work group has been meeting regularly to explore ways to strengthen ...
Colorado is examining water speculation, and finding it’s ‘all the problems’ in one
A study examining more than 3,000 college athletes who had COVID-19 found few instances of heart-related issues.
Study shows less than 1% of COVID-positive college athletes developed heart issues
The following article contains potentially triggering accounts and mentions of sexual assault The law firm WilmerHale released a report on Tuesday summarizing their year-long investigation of sexual ...
Independent report finds 37 years of sexual abuse by former U-M doctor Robert Anderson
The Green Bay Packers -Aaron Rodgers dilemma is becoming the type of mess that’s so multi-layered it requires you to set aside a chunk of your day just to try and catch up with the latest updates.
NFL Trade Rumors: How Julio Jones could land in Green Bay Packers to fix the Rodgers issue
One of the things that I think people around the country need to realize ... or one of the first to sort of focus attention on this issue. It wasn't police, but it was a community watch captain.
Examining the police shootings of Black Americans and how leadership plays a role
Cities throughout the world are getting in touch with looking to copy Edinburgh City Council’s statues review group and examine their own links to slavery and colonialism.
Cities around the globe following Edinburgh's lead reviewing statues with slavery links
While the Capitol Hill siege is but one event in a longer history of military populations’ involvement in extremism, it offers a useful snapshot through which we can examine the scale and diversity of ...
‘This Is War’: Examining Military Experience Among the Capitol Hill Siege Participants
As restrictions on marijuana use fall and its popularity around the world rises, researchers and therapists are examining its influence ... it exacerbates existing issues or creates new ones.
Marijuana and mental health: Examining a complicated relationship in Arizona
The 49ers have likely set an internal value of what it would take for them to trade quarterback Jimmy Garoppolo in the coming days. But it also might be a moving target based on a ...
Jimmy Garoppolo Trade by 49ers During NFL Draft Faces Issues
Lawmakers resumed discussions Tuesday of proposals to overhaul the strained relations between Maine state government and tribal nations but appear unlikely to address the long-standing issues before ...
Bills on tribal sovereignty issue likely delayed until next year
The parties discussed key geostrategic issues such as the Iranian nuclear ... The controversy surrounding the recent decision of the ICC risks weakening its ability to fulfill its true role ...
Examining Israel-France Relations in Light of the ICC Decision
The report, used by the Scottish Government to defend their guidance in the early days of the pandemic, which saw patients discharged into care homes without a Covid-19 test, was criticised by the ...
'Revised' version of report examining Covid positive discharges into care homes to be released
UK Parliament’s Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy Committee has launched an inquiry examining the current ... is also likely to examine issues around audit, corporate governance and ...
UK Opens Parliament’s BEIS Committee Enquiry in Liberty Steel
Farrar also said he thinks the UCLA administration is ill-equipped to handle issues like those surrounding Secor. The UCLA Office of Equity, Diversity and Inclusion’s reporting system is geared ...
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